The non-redundant parametrization of the pole assignment problem for a n-th order system with m inputs allows to express the solution of the problem in term of n(m 1) free parameters. These parameters can be used to fulll additional requirements on the closed-loop system as for instance minimum norm feedback gain matrix, well conditioned eigenvector set, maximum stability radius. One of reliable numerical methods for pole assignment is the so-called Schur method. An extension of this method is proposed which computes the solution of the pole assignment problem corresponding to a non-redundant parameter set. Several possibilities are further investigated to compute minimum norm feedback matrices. An improved approach to compute minimum Frobenius-norm feedback relying on a redundant parametrization is also discussed.
Introduction
We consider the following eigenvalue assignment problem (EAP): given the controllable matrix pair (A; B), where A 2 IR n;n and B 2 IR n;m , determine the feedback matrix F 2 IR m;n such that the closed-loop state matrix A + BFhas all its eigenvalues at desired locations = f 1 ; : : : ; n g in the complex plane. We assume that is symmetric with respect to the real axis. This assumption guarantees that the resulting F is real. There exist several numerically stable algorithms which can be used to solve the EAP [7, 9, 6] . All these methods are based on the orthogonal controllability staircase form of the pair (A; B) [11] . An alternative t o these methods is the so-called Schur method proposed by V arga [12] which uses the real Schur form (RSF) of the matrix to accomplish the eigenvalue assignment. Although computationally more involved than the previous ones, the Schur method has the attractive feature to allow a partial pole assignment, i.e. it is possible to alter only those eigenvalues of A which are unsatisfactory for the closed-loop system dynamics and to keep unmodied the rest of eigenvalues. The Schur approach has been extended to generalized state-space systems [16] as well as to periodic systems [10] . Moreover the Schur method has been adapted to compute various coprime factorizations of rational matrices [14, 1 5 ] .
The solution of the EAP can be generally expressed in terms of n(m 1) free parameters [8] , thus in the multiinput case (m > 1) this freedom can be exploited to fulll additional requirements. In [3] the parametric freedom is explicitly addressed by trying to minimize the sensitivity of closed-loop eigenvalues. The minimization of the norm of the feedback matrix assigning a set of eigenvalues has been considered in [4] , where an explicit gradient search is performed. An alternative approach has been proposed in [8] b y extending the algorithm of [9] such that the computed solution is dependent of a prescribed parameter set. In all these methods an over-parametrization of the problem is usually present.
In this paper we discuss an extension of the Schur method of [12] to cope with explicit parametric information.
The proposed extension uses exactly n(m 1) free parameters to perform the assignment of a complete set of n eigenvalues. The method can also be employed to assign a set of k < n eigenvalues by modifying only k eigenvalues of A and keeping unaltered the rest of n k eigenvalues and by using exactly k(m 1) free parameters for this purpose. This partial pole assignment i s useful for example in solving eciently minimum norm feedback stabilization problems. The proposed parametric Schur method relies on explicit non-redundant parametrizations of EAPs of systems of orders at most 2.
Several possibilities are also investigated to compute minimum norm state-feedback matrices for eigenvalue assignment or feedback stabilization of systems of order at most 2. For arbitrary order systems, an improved approach t o compute minimum Frobenius-norm feedback relying on a redundant parametrization is proposed. values. The number of partial feedbacks in the above sum depends on the number of modied blocks (note that occasionally two 1x1 blocks are joined to assign a pair of complex conjugate eigenvalues). The Schur method can easily cope with the parametric freedom for multivariable pole assignment. For instance, to compute F 1 it is possible to use n 1 (m 1) free parameters p i , i = 1; : : : ; n 1 ( m 1) in the expression of K 1 (see next section). Further, n 2 (m 1) parameters can be used to determine the next partial feedback F 2 and so on. In this way a total number of n(m 1) parameters can be nally used to determine F which solves the original EAP. If the Schur method is used for a partial pole assignment t o modify say only k eigenvalues of A (which are not satisfactory), then this can be done by using k(m 1) parameters for this purpose.
The following pole assignment algorithm is a parameterized version of the procedure of [12] . It allows to perform a partial pole assignment b y modifying only those eigenvalues of A which belong to a \bad" region C b of the complex plane C, keeping the rest of eigenvalues unmodied. In the following procedure we assume that we h a v e given a set of n(m 1) parameters which belongs to a parameter vector p 2 IR nm 1 . These parameters can be provided for instance, by an optimizer which tries to ensure certain desirable properties of the resulting feedback F or of the resulting closed-loop pair (A+BF;B). Notice that in case of partial pole assignment not all parameters in p will be used by the algorithm.
Algorithm PSM. Parametric Schur Method. The usefulness of this algorithm can be judged in conjunction with the use of parameter tuning techniques to determine the partial feedbacks ' at Step 3 to achieve "local" feedback performances or the nal feedback F to fulll certain desired "global" characteristics. The case of minimum norm partial feedbacks is discussed in section 4. A typical approach to obtain global feedback performances is to use the above algorithm in conjunction with combinatorial strategies to choose suitable orderings of eigenvalues to be assigned together with global parameter search techniques (see for instance [2] ). Several criteria to be optimized by c hoosing the free parameters are mentioned in [9] , as for instance the minimization of the norm of feedback F, maximization of the distance to the instability of the closed loop matrix A+BF, or the minimization of condition numbers of assigned eigenvalues. To compute parameterized feedback matrices with the PSM Algorithm, explicit feedback parametrizations are necessary for systems of orders at most 2. Such parametrizations are derived in the next section. 
is the minimum norm feedback to assign the eigenvalue (e 1 is the rst column of the identity matrix and B # is the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of B) and 
Pole Assignment with Minimum Norm Partial Feedbacks
The usage of small norm feedback gains are desirable from engineering point of view because usually involve less control eorts. Small gains are also desirable from numerical point of view because of enforcing better numerical properties of the Schur method [13] and avoiding of illconditioned eigenvalue problems for the closed-loop state matrix A + BF [5] . The reduction of the magnitudes of partial feedback gains in the Schur method can be achieved in several ways. The use of an appropriate pole matching strategy during assigning of poles clearly could contribute to reduce the norm of the computed partial feedback. For example, at each step it is possible to choose the eigenvalues to be assigned in 0 those which are the nearest to (), the eigenvalues of the last block to be modied. In particular, the use of this strategy ensures a zero partial feedback matrix in the case when the two eigenvalues sets coincide. In this way, the Schur method is able to produce a zero feedback matrix if the eigenvalues to be assigned are precisely the eigenvalues of A. Notice that none of the presently known methods is able to guarantee this feature for m > 1. Because kFk P k F i k , a second way t o reduce the norm of F is by explicitly minimizing the norms of the partial feedback matrices. The combination of both techniques can be very ecient i n d etermining small norm feedback matrices. Notice however that the use of minimum norm partial feedbacks does not guarantee a minimum norm of the nal feedback. In this section we consider the problem to compute a minimum norm feedback F to solve the EAP (A+BF) = for n = 1 or n = 2. We consider only the Frobenius norm, but unfortunately even in this case explicit formulas can not be derived for the entries of the minimum norm feedback for n = 2 . The case n = 1 with = fg has been already discussed in the previous section. The minimum norm feedback i s g i v en by (4 
Minimum Norm Feedback Stabilization
The parametric Schur method can be easily converted into an algorithm to solve the following stabilization problem: determine F such that (A + BF) C g ,where C g is an appropriate stability domain of the complex plain. We will discuss two choices for C g , namely C g = f 2 C j Re; () sg in case of a continuous-time system and C g = f 2 C j j ) j s g in case of a discrete-time system.
The problem which w e actually discuss is how t o c hoose the poles to be assigned to achieve the desired stabilization with minimum norm partial feedbacks. Although there is no guarantee for a global minimum norm feedback, it is expected that the local pole assignment strategy to deliver global feedbacks which are usually very near to the minimum norm feedback. The case n = 1 has the obvious solution described in the previous section where = fsg.
In the case n = 2 w e assume A and B have the forms in (10) . The single-input case is covered by 2 = 0 .
In the continuous-time case we assume that A has only complex eigenvalues. It is to be expected that the minimum norm feedback will correspond to eigenvalues lying on the boundary of C g , that is we can choose = fs + iy; s iyg. Thus, given s we try to determine the optimal value of y, y opt , which minimizes the norm of F assigning . Equivalently, w e can determine the optimal product opt = s 2 + y 2 opt corresponding to a given sum = 2 s . With the explicit expressions for the components of the rst row of the feedback matrix F = e F in (6), we have to solve the unconstrained three-dimensional minimization problem minff(;' 21 ; ' 22 )g for f as in (11) .
From the optimality conditions we get after straightforward but tedious formula manipulations the following expression for the minimum norm feedback F = Remark. Notice that the achieved minimum norm of F depends also on the choice of the matrix e A. Thus there is no guarantee that for arbitrary e A, the resulting minimum norm F has the least possible norm.
Conclusion
Parameterized pole assignment oers supplementary possibilities to achieve additional features in designing state feedback control laws. A general purpose parametric Schur method using a non-redundant set of parameters has been proposed. Several possibilities have been investigated to compute minimum norm feedback matrices. An improved approach to compute minimum Frobenius-norm feedback has been also developed relying on a redundant parametrization of the EAP. All proposed computational approaches are easily implementable using available standard numerical software.
